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Barnardo’s in Blanchardstown 

Annual Report 1995-1996 

SUMMARY 

As the communities in the greater Blanchardstown area have grown over the past 15 years, 
Barnardo’s Family Support and Childcare services have expanded and changed accordingly. 
Now we provide an extensive range of services for families and children in the 0 - 13 age 

range. These include: 

* Day care places for 30 preschool children aged from 3 - 5 years 

* Follow up after-school service for children who have gone on to school 

* Group based programmes for 30 children aged 6 - 13 years 

* Parent support and development in three parent support groups 

+ Creche facilities for parents of children attending adult groups 

* Preventive work at primary level with children who are in 
danger of leaving the education system early 

* Home-based parenting support work 

+ Involvement in supporting a range of community initiatives 

and groups including community playgroups and toy libraries 

Within this range of services we try not only to support children and families who are most 
in need, but also to intervene before more critical and long lasting problems emerge. An 
essential aspect of the work is to liaise closely with and complement the work of the Eastern 
Health Board in promoting the welfare of children and families. Many referrals are received 
from the board’s staff and there is ongoing co-operation in meeting the needs of particular 
children. We acknowledge also the Board’s financial support for our work. 

It is very clear to us also, that the needs of children and families in the area continue to 
grow. Many of our services could be filled two or three times over each year. Parents and 
children face a huge range of stresses and difficulties - poverty, crime, poor amenities, drug 
abuse, the changing role and structure of families. These highlight the importance of 
childcare and other services which will support families facing 
these difficult issues. 

Over the past year we directly provided services to 169 children 
and 109 parents. Indirectly, through our support for community playgroups and toy libraries 
we helped support a further 150 children and 43 adults. 
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These figures can be broken down as follows: 

DIRECT SERVICES 

  

Preschool 

3-5 yrs 

Roselawn 27 

Mulhuddart 6 

Wellview 

Corduff 

After School Parents/ Creche 

6 - 12 yrs Adults 0-5 yrs 

12 16 15 

20 32 15 

8 7 

13 13 
  

Total 33 53 68 30 
  

Mulhuddart Toy Library 

Home Based Childcare 

Children Adults 

39 33 

14 8 
    Total 53 41 
  

INDIRECT SERVICES 

  

  Community Group 

Community Playgroups 

Community Toy Library 

Adults Children 

25 132 

18 18 
  

Total 43 150 
            

  
  

  

 



  

          

INTRODUCTION TO BARNARDO’S 

The statement of purpose adopted by Barnardo’s in 1992 states that: 

Barnardo’s works to advance the welfare of children and families in Ireland, in consultation 
with statutory and other agencies and in partnership with parents, focusing especially on those 
experiencing disadvantage or whose wellbeing is at risk" 

To put this statement into effect a range of services have been developed since Barnardo’s 

was established in Ireland in the early 1960’s. The main activities are: 

Community based family support services, focusing on children who are most in need in 
Tallaght, Blanchardstown, Loughlinstown and Dun Laoghaire, in Dublin 

! Recently established child care initiatives in Edenderry, Co. Offaly and Moyross, Limerick 

City. Both of these have been developed in close co-operation with the respective Health 
Boards. 

Specialised services such as the Adoption Advice Service, in operation since 1977, and a 

new Bereavement Counselling Service which will commence shortly. 

Mobile pre-schools for Traveller children which operate on four sites in Dublin. 

f A National Children’s Resource Centre which runs a library, information service and 
provides training courses in childcare. 

As well as running these services, Barnardo’s works also to promote the overall development 
of childcare in Ireland. In recent years it has campaigned for the full implementation of the 
Child Care Act 1991, for the establishment of a Contact Register in relation to adoption and 
the introduction of Mandatory Reporting of child abuse and neglect. Working alongside other 
agencies to improve child care provision is seen as an important part of Barnardo’s work. 

Currently Barnardo’s has an annual budget of £1.7 million, employs over 80 staff (full and 
part time) and is fortunate to have the services of over 100 voluntary workers.



  

  

BARNARDO’S IN BLANCHARDSTOWN 

Barnardo’s has been involved in directly providing family support and childcare services and 

in resourcing community groups in the Blanchardstown area for the past 15 years. 

Barnardo’s first became involved in the area when they were asked to advise and support the 

development of three community playgroups in Corduff, Blakestown and Mountview. In 

1983, a day nursery was established in the Roselawn Health Centre in conjunction with the 

Eastern Health Board. The organisation soon recognised a growing demand for accessible 

community based family support services and the Mulhuddart Community Project was 

established in 1989. 

Originally the services were focused entirely on the needs of pre-school children and their 

families. Over the years the range of services provided has been adapted to meet the 

changing needs of the local population. 

Today, Barnardo’s provides a range of services to children and families in the 

Blanchardstown area, concentrating on children who are most in need. In the provision of 

its services, Barnardo’s aims to liaise closely with and complement the work of the Eastern 
Health Board. Many referrals are received from the Board’s staff and there is ongoing liaison 

in meeting the needs of particular children. 

Close working relationships are fostered also with local schools, the Child Guidance Clinic 

and other agencies such as Homestart. In addition to focusing on the children who are most 
in need, and in keeping with the ethos of our approach, support, advice, training and 

information is provided to local parents to help them set up and run services themselves such 
as community preschool playgroups and community toy libraries.



  

        

PRE-SCHOOL SERVICES 

The provision of pre-school day-care is a core aspect of Barnardo’s work in Blanchardstown. 
The Day Nursery in Roselawn has been adapted and equipped to provide 24 day-care places 
for children aged 3-5 years while a small group of six children attend a pre-school group in 
Mulhuddart. Its purpose is to provide high quality day care provision for children and 
families at risk or experiencing particular hardship or disadvantage. The children are collected 
at their homes and brought to the Nursery by mini-bus. 

Referral and selection 

Reasons for making referrals are varied but frequently include family stress, lack of 
stimulation of children, behavioural difficulties, parenting difficulties or developmental delay 
as factors giving rise to concern. 

Typically the children are referred by Public Health Nurses, Social Workers, General 
Practitioners and, of course, parents themselves. Demand for places is high and always 
exceeds supply. As some children remain for two years, an average of 16 to 20 places are 
available each year. However, often an excess of forty referrals are received. Priority is 
given to families who are experiencing particular stress and who would have difficulty 
accessing other types of pre-school service and to children whose needs would not be 
adequately met in other ways. Places are allocated by a selection committee made up of 
health and social work professionals, Barnardo staff and representatives of other local 
voluntary groups. Every effort is made to find suitable alternatives to offer to families who 
do not secure a place, for example, a place in a local community playgroup, or work with 
a Community Childcare Worker. 

The Pre-school Curriculum 

The Day Nursery and pre-school group operate the HighScope curriculum, which has been 
specifically designed to alleviate the effects of socio-economic disadvantage and provide 
children with a developmentally appropriate preparation for primary level education. The 
approach is child-centred and emphasises the development of decision-making and problem- 
solving abilities as well as facilitating communication and social skills. 

The HighScope programme offers children a chance to actively learn in a structured 
environment. To facilitate this children attending the programme have the opportunity to 
learn through their own actions, to build, sort, create, experiment, pretend, work by 
themselves and participate in small and large groups. The Nursery layout is divided into 
distinct work areas and the children work in groups of eight to one preschool worker. 

The children enjoy their day in the Nursery, learning social skills, sharing and communicating 
with staff and with each other. This helps them to gain self-confidence and other skills which 
will help them settle into primary school.



            

Outcomes 

The value and benefits of pre-school experience are well documented for both short and long 
term gains. Ona practical level the impact of attending the pre-school service can be readily 
observed. When children start in September their behaviour can be anxious, withdrawn or 
active, even aggressive, showing little concentration and frequently little social skill. Some 
children’s language skills are quite poor, others may be dependent and in need of much help 
and encouragement. Any individual child may arrive feeling angry and upset and need a lot 
of one-to-one attention. Behaviour difficulties such as temper tantrums, kicking, hitting and 
shouting are common. Over the course of the year children learn to play together, to wait, 
take turns, share and express their feelings in ways that are more ’socially acceptable’. They 
learn to choose, plan and complete simple exercises and tasks. Their language skills improve 
as does their ability to negotiate and understand explanations and instructions. 

For parents and families a nursery place provides support in a number of ways. Firstly the 
parent knows that their child is attending a high quality pre-school, being cared for by 
qualified, experienced childcare staff, where the child’s developmental, social, emotional, 
physical and learning needs will be met. Through parent staff meetings and day to day 
informal contact, the parent/s are made aware of the child’s progress and are often helped to 
reinforce the pre-school experience with the child at home. Secondly, the actual time the 
child spends in the nursery provides parents with a much needed break, giving them more 
time and energy to care for younger children at home, or to have some respite from the 
arduous task of parenting, twenty-four hours a day. The integrated family support services, 
such as parents’ groups, home-visits, advice and information and specialist referrals, if 
needed, are also an important source of support. Parents who avail of these services have 
found them to be extremely valuable, not alone in contributing to the child’s welfare and 
development but to their own development and personal needs. 

For health board staff, working in a community such as Blanchardstown, with high numbers 
of families with young children, the day care service is seen as an essential resource. 
Referring workers such as public health nurses or social workers know that if a child secures 
a place in the pre-school service their needs for stimulation, positive attention, socialisation 
and care will be well catered for. They also value the fact that parents can be engaged in a 
range of support services. In the pre-school setting children’s behaviour and abilities can be 
observed and their developmental level assessed. Every year some places are allocated to 
children with special needs, who could not be accommodated elsewhere. 

Case History 

Joe (not his real name) was referred to the pre-school by a Public Health Nurse, because his 
parents were finding him particularly difficult to manage. They were a young couple, in their 
twenties, with several other children. Following a period of separation from his mother, his 
behaviour had deteriorated and was causing a lot of upset in the family and with neighbours. 
His parents were struggling to manage their family on a very low income, without other 
supports, and were becoming increasingly isolated in the community.



In a short while Joe was settled in the pre-school and his mother got to know the staff. She 
joined the Parents’ Group and met other parents and realised that her difficulties were not 
unique. Life started to open up for the family and they realised that they had positive 
strengths to offer their children. They learned to look for and accept help in other areas of 
their lives. 

Parental Involvement in pre-school services 

The involvement of parents is a key element in the success of any pre-school initiative and 
is given priority in all Barnardo’s childcare services. It is facilitated in a number of ways, 
through home-visits, parent-staff meetings and parents groups. 
Barnardo’s also recognise the importance of providing space for adults to develop their own 
interests and explore important issues in their lives. Therefore parents are encouraged to 
identify topics related to their own learning and development and courses, talks and 
information sessions are provided by staff or guest speakers, as appropriate, in response to 
need. 

Roselawn Parents’ Group 

This group is for parents of children attending the Nursery and it’s purpose is to facilitate 
parents involvement in their child’s pre-school experience. This is done through sharing 
information and learning in practical, participatory ways which parents find meaningful and 
useful. This in turn helps develop and strengthen the parent/child relationship, through 
linking the child’s and parent’s experience and empowering parents in their role. Open and 
trusting relationships between parents and staff are fostered, which enables difficulties to be 
addressed in a way that is helpful and supportive. 

The group meets weekly on Friday mornings (from 10.30 - 1.00p.m.), caters for 
approximately eight adults and is run over eight or ten sessions. In this way an opportunity 
is available for every parent whose child attends the pre-school to participate at some point 
in the year. Each of the sessions is structured to focus on a different topic and combines 
practical activities such as art, crafts or cooking with group discussion. Parents are 
encouraged to identify topics of interest to themselves and to plan the sessions from week to 
week. 

Outcomes 

A number of positive outcomes are evident from this work. Parents enjoy the social contact, 
often making new friends which helps alleviate the isolation so often experienced by mothers 
of young children. Through the group discussions, parents develop greater awareness and 
understanding of the issues raised, such as children’s needs, behaviour management, their 
own needs and how to gain and benefit from Support. The experience of setting and 
achieving short-term goals, such as a craft project, is an important one in raising self-esteem 
and gaining confidence. As the sessions take place in the pre-school premises, parents gain 
insight into what their children are learning at pre-school and what activities they are involved 
in.



          

  

  Some comments made by participants: 

- "I found the groups give you good ideas about how to do things at home - when the kids 
asked me to make things for them I used 10 say 'no, I can’t because I don’t know how”. 
Now, at Halloween, I made masks and hats, I never made them before. I never sat dawn 
at home and tried to make things. I would not try because I had no idea at all how to do 
it," 

- AU T ever get to make are bottles and dinners". (Comment made by one mother proudly 
holding her plaster mould that she had made for herself). 

- 7 think it helps the relationship with the kids when you're like them, with them ..... 
you're close”. 

  

Parents also visit the pre-school from time to time, dropping in informally to see how their 
child is getting on, to ask for help in managing a difficulty, or perhaps, with a concern for 
which they may need to be referred on to another appropriate service. 

Roselawn After School Group 

Following discussion with Barnardo’s and health board staff, this group was set up to 
maintain a link with the children who had left the pre-school and gone on to school. It was 
felt that it was important to provide a continuity of service for them and their families. 
Parents and children were enthusiastic when the After School Group was set up in Roselawn 
last September. Many of these children experienced difficulties settling into school and the 
aim of this group is to provide extra support and help for these children. The group is run 
one afternoon a week and ten children attend. It is a very lively group and attendance is 
excellent. The children’s ages range from 5 - 7 years old. The children are free to choose 
their own activities - gluing and painting are the most popular, 

Students and volunteers 

Students attending accredited childcare training courses are accepted on placement in the pre- 
school as part of their training. They work directly with the children and are supervised and 
supported by staff during their time in the pre-school. Committed volunteers are also an 
invaluable help in working alongside staff and in furthering links with the local-community. 
The addition of students, volunteers or community employment workers to the staff 
complement greatly enhances the one to one time and attention available to the children.
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PARENTS’ SUPPORT GROUPS 

Barnardo’s have been involved in providing support groups for parents since 1988. Mostly 
these are run in the community premises in Mulhuddart though they also happen in other 
community premises where appropriate. Many parents of young children, particularly 

mothers, experience severe isolation when they are at home with small children. Stresses 
such as low income, health worries, lack of family or social support all contribute and can 
result in loss of confidence, self-esteem and even depression. 
Informal support groups where women can meet, share their experience and enjoy adult 
contact with other parents are an effective and non-threatening way for parents to gain 
support and help in the arduous task of child-rearing. Such groups are an accessible and cost- 

effective way of intervening at an early stage, building on parents own strengths and 
resources before they reach a crisis and become overwhelmed. 

Mulhuddart Parents’ Group 

The aim this work is to facilitate groups of parents to identify their own needs both as parents 
and as adults and offer them the opportunity to make changes in their relationships with their 
children. There is a strong emphasis on participation and ownership, which is carried 

through by encouraging parents to take an active role in planning and reviewing sessions. 
Time is allocated for the group members to share experiences, successes and gain support 

when things are going wrong. A wide range of information is provided including women’s 
health, parenting or further education. Guest speakers or tutors are also arranged in response 

to requests for information on specific topics or short term courses. Much of this work is 
made possible through V.E.C. and Department of Social Welfare grants for programme and 
tutor costs. 

Over the years, groups have formed and developed in a variety of ways, depending on the 

needs and interests of the participants. On average, the groups have consisted of 6 - 10 
participants, facilitated by a project worker. The duration of each group can vary, but 

averages between two and three years with some members moving on and new ones joining 
each year. Often, when groups form initially, the women are interested in arts and crafts, 
meeting new friends, exploring new skills and interests and "getting a break” from the house 
and children. 

As the group gels, trust develops and issues of a more personal nature often emerge and the 
focus shifts to topics such as parent/child relationships, the women's role as parents and their 
own personal development. Often this gives rise to women reflecting on their own lives and 

communities and many have moved on to further education, community involvement or work 
outside the home.



  

            

  

Comments: 

"I have gained a lot of confidence in my parenting skills talking to other mothers. Before I 

would have been inclined to feel that I was the only one not getting it right". 

"I gain information and make new friends". 

  

Wellview Parents’ Group 

The parents group in the Wellview Community House was organised by the Community 
Resource Worker in response to a local community survey which was carried out in the area 
in 1994. It highlighted the lack of local facilities for parents to meet. The group began as 

a regular weekly ’Coffee Morning’ for parents whose children attend the Community 
Playgroup in the house. Over a number of weeks parents met as a group with the 
Community Resource Worker and identified topics that they had an interest in. These 
included children’s and women’s health, personal safety, craft work such as embroidery and 
crochet and Christmas decorations. A series of talks and practical sessions were arranged and 
given by a local Public Health Nurse, A Community Garda and the Community Resource 
Worker herself. 

The group has continued to meet weekly and have been having a series of craft sessions with 

a crafts teacher from the I.C.A. These have been highly enjoyable and productive. The 
playgroup leaders who run a Community Playgroup in the same premises provide a creche 

for the parents’ group. 

Creche 

A creche is provided to accommodate the young children of parents who use the groups and 

services in each centre. This is an essential facility for parents who could not otherwise avail 
of the services offered. A drop-in creche catering for babies and toddlers is also provided 
one morning per week, for parents of children attending the pre-school or day-nursery. This 
enables parents to have an hour or two unencumbered in which to shop, attend appointments 
or simply have some time to themselves. 

LO
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WORK WITH OLDER CHILDREN 

Over the years the absence of facilities for older children in the area has been identified again 

and again. In an area survey undertaken in 1993 the lack of after-school activities for 6 - 12 
year olds was particularly highlighted both by parents and professionals. In response, 

Barnardo’s expanded their programme of After-Schools Groups from one group, based in 
Mulhuddart, to a total of three. These are run in the Mulhuddart premises and in the 

community house in Wellview. 

Mulhuddart: Two groups are run - one on Wednesday and one on Thursday afternoon 

catering for eight 6-8 year olds and ten 8-12 year olds. They are organised by a Childcare 

Worker assisted by a Community Employment worker, student or volunteer. 

Wellview: This group caters for eight local children aged from 8-12 years. It is run by a 
Project Worker with students, volunteers or local parents helping out from time to time. 

The purpose of these groups is to provide a safe, informal environment in which to encourage 

children’s social skills with adults and peers, enhance their self-esteem and confidence and 
to help their concentration. The groups are small and children are encouraged to participate 
in planning their activities, undertake group and individual projects and play together co- 
operatively. 

Referrals 

Referrals are made by class teachers, social workers, public health nurses and by parents 
themselves. The reasons for referral are varied but often include family difficulties and 
parenting issues as well as specific concerns about the children. Many children have 
experienced trauma such as marital breakdown or domestic violence. This can result in their 

becoming withdrawn and isolated or acting out aggressive behaviour. Concentration is often 
poor as are social skills of co-operation and negotiation. This can result in children having 
difficulty within the school, the home and the local community. 

As with the pre-school service, demand for places is always greater than availability and 
priority is given to those most in need. Over 40 referrals were received this year for just 26 
places. 

Referrals are received from schools, social workers, child and family centre and parents. The 
availability of After-School Groups is also seen as a means of providing continuity of support 
for families who have used services in the past. 

Groups are small and emphasis is placed on supporting children to develop their 
independence, social skills with both adults and peers, concentration and creative abilities. 

Many children are referred because their behaviour is causing difficulty in school or because 
there is concern that they are not benefitting from their educational experience. 

11



  

          

PREVENTATIVE EARLY SCHOOL LEAVERS PROGRAMME 

The high rate of early school leaving in the area is an on-going cause for concern. In this 
regard Barnardo’s, together with the Blanchardstown Youth Service and the Primary and 

Secondary Schools in Corduff, devised a school-based preventative programme aimed at 
supporting students in the transition from primary to second level, i.e. from fifth class 

through to second year. The project has been designed as a three year pilot programme, 
which will be evaluated with a view to its being replicated in other areas, if proved effective. 

This initiative is resourced by these four partners and in addition, has secured a commitment 
for Global Grant funding, through the Blanchardstown Area Partnership. 

At primary level, the programme caters for twelve children from fifth and sixth class. The 
children are referred by their class teachers, through the Home School Liaison Co-ordinator, 
who works closely with the Barnardo staff on the project. The criteria for referral include: 

* Poor or irregular school attendance 

* Attention and behavioural difficulties 

* Family history or other indicators of likely early school leaving. 

The session begins with an informal get together over a light snack, in which day to day 
goings on are discussed and the plan for the session agreed. This takes place in the parents 
room and gives the young people a chance to take a breather after the school day, while the 
workers get an insight into each individual’s form. r 

The planned activity then begins and this can be drama, art, or a specific craft. During this 
time, the young people learn new skills, experience new media, develop confidence and have 
fun. Time moves on very quickly and soon it’s time for clearing up and planning for the 
next session. The young people offer suggestions for activities and when agreement is 
reached, the plan is made. The group also establish ground rules through which they will 
operate. This forms an unwritten contract between group members. The extent to which the 
rules have been kept or broken is reviewed at the end of each weekly session. 

  

Comments 

Teacher - "Quieter children had ’come out of themselves’. 

Young Person - “I enjoy painting the best". 
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Parents’ Work. 

Parental involvement is cited as one of the key factors in children’s on-going participation and 

success in education. For this reason it has been given particular emphasis in the programme. 
Parent’s programmes focus on enabling parents to recognise and identify their children’s 

needs and develop the skills to support them as appropriate. 

Initial contact was made through home-visits with a view to engaging parents’ interest and 
commitment to the programme. This lead to the development of direct interaction with the 
Home School Liaison scheme and the parents having a more positive attitude towards school 
participation. Specifically focused work was undertaken as follows: 

* An Introductory/Induction module 

* Self-development 

+ Parenting Skills 

* Practical Activities 

* Homework support (as required) 

Specific activities were chosen in consultation with the parents to meet their identified 
interests and needs. The aim of this work was to enable them to develop an appreciation of 

the value of education in their children’s lives, to develop the skills necessary to support them 
and to realise their own potential to be actively involved in their children’s education. The 
practical skills modules prepared parents for participation in the running of the summer 
programme. 

A staff member who works with the children also works closely with the Home School 
Liaison Co-ordinator in his work with parents, encouraging them to take an interest in the 
children’s activities and progress. The link with the Home School Liaison Co-ordinator is 

an important one as it gives the parents a positive point of contact with the school. 

13
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Parents were visited by Barnardo staff and the Home School Liaison Co-Ordinator and invited 
to an introductory coffee morning where the programme would be outlined. Since then 
Barnardo staff and the Home School Liaison Co-Ordinator have focused on visiting individual 

families at home, talking about the children, giving out information about upcoming events 

and discussing any difficulties which arise. 

Over the last six months, links have been made with all parents, some being more receptive 

than others. Seven parents attended their children’s Christmas exhibition in the school. On 
two separate occasions parents facilitated arts and crafts sessions, making silk flowers and 

stencilling. Parents are being trained in video making and in May produced a video in which 
a parent from St. Patrick”s, along with parents from Riversdale Community College, took 

part, and presented it to President Robinson. This video training is taking place in Riversdale 

Community College so it is giving parents a chance to become familiar with the school and 
teachers. 

During the next few weeks we will be visiting with an interim questionnaire to find out how 
the parents are now finding their children. There is also a question on their own interests and 

one on taking part in the summer programme. Hopefully any suggestions around their own 
interests can be focused on in the coming year. By the end of the term we would hope to 
have more parents attending the exhibitions and, perhaps, to have some input into the summer 

programme. 

14



  

            

JOINT WORK WITH PARENTS AND CHILDREN 

Toy Library - Mulhuddart 

The Toy Library is open on Mondays from 10.30 - 12.30p.m. and from 3.00 - 5.00p.m. 
It caters for children up to the age of 9 years and their parents. This service has an open- 
door policy and offers a ’way in’ for families who may be in need of support. Many of the 
Toy Library members become involved in more structured groups after an initial period. The 
current membership is 23 families and 10 groups. These range from private playgroups to 
national school and special classes. In recent months we have had an increasing number of 
families who have children with special needs. These parents are very clear about wanting 

their children to be with normal’ children. It is possible for them to receive support, 
information, etc. while their children gain some independence. The number of families now 

using the service regularly is 13 adults and 26 children and 5 groups. 

Childcare Work in the Community 

The development of outreach childcare work is a new initiative for Barnardo’s. This work 
involves working with parents and children in their own homes. Referrals mainly come from 
area Social Workers and Public Health Nurses for families who are experiencing stress. 

The aim is to provide help and support for these families in working through particular 
difficulties (which have been identified through a series of introductory visits). The emphasis 
is ON: 

- helping parents to learn how to stimulate their children and working out programmes 
and routines for the management of childhood difficulties. 

- helping parents to be able to set limits for their children. 

- promote positive relationships between parents and children (and hence reduce the 
possibility of child abuse). 

- direct families to relevant services, e.g. toy library, pre-school group, parents groups. 

- co-ordinate assessments and help parents deal with their children’s behavioural, speech 
and emotional problems in a constructive manner. 

Currently this work is being carried out with six families in the Greater Blanchardstown area. 

15
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SUPPORTING COMMUNITY RESPONSES TO CHILDREN AND FAMILIES 

Community Playgroups 

Barnardo’s are currently advising nine community playgroups in six areas in Blanchardstown. 

The benefits to children of playgroup experience are well documented in research. The 
Community Playgroup model, with its intrinsic commitment to real and meaningful parental 

involvement and community ownership, provides an opportunity for parents to become 
supported and empowered. It can also impact positively on communities, giving a focus to 

local collective energy, “mobilising community resources on behalf of families and children". 

The Community Resource worker supports community playgroups through giving advice on 
child related problems such as child development and standards of health, safety and 

equipment. Parental involvement is also encouraged. Training is another major aspect of the 
work with community playgroups. Playgroup leaders and parents are trained in playgroup 

and committee management skills. 

As well as visiting the playgroups weekly to advise on childcare issues, health and safety 

standards and day-to-day concerns, the Community Resource worker has, over the past three 
years, supported the development of a support network among Blanchardstown Community 

Playgroup Leaders. This network is a forum for mutual support, on-going training and 
development and lobbying on issues of concern to community playgroups. One of the aims 
of this work was to enhance the level of integration of playgroups with other family support 
and childcare provisions in the area. To this end visits and talks from local Public Health 

Nurses and Community Care social workers have been arranged over the past year. 

Early Start Programme 

The introduction of the Early Start Pre-School Initiative has had a serious and damaging 
impact on community playgroups in Blanchardstown. When first announced in 1994, we 
welcomed the Minister’s commitment to pre-school services and requested that the 
programme should be established in a way that complements rather than conflicts with 
community playgroups. This, however, has not been the case. Since Early Start was set up 
in 3 local primary schools, one playgroup has closed completely and a further three have had 
their numbers drastically reduced. With proper planning, consultation and financial 
commitment, it should be possible for Early Start and Community Playgroups to co-exist. 
This would require real consultation on the part of the Minister and her Department, together 
with a parallel scheme for funding community playgroups to enable them to operate on an 
equal footing. Such diversity of approach can be positive and beneficial to all concerned with 
tackling educational disadvantage. 
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Corduff Community Toy Library 

Corduff Community Toy Library operates on Thursday mornings in the Corduff Resource 
Centre. Barnardo’s have been involved in helping to establish the service over the past three 
years. The aim is to develop the service to the point where it will be managed by a committee 
of local parents. A project worker has worked to support a group of local women who are 
keen to take on the running of the toy library. Since September 1995 a number of them have 
undertaken training organised and provided by Barnardo staff and other tutors. The group 
have formed a committee and have successfully applied for funding from a number of sources 
to help them to set up independently for September 1996. It is envisaged that they will 
become increasingly independent while still receiving support and advice from Barnardo’s. 

Mountview Community Toy Library 

Mountview Community Toy Library has been run by a group of local parents in the Health 
Centre premises for the past years. The Community Resource worker visits regularly and 
has helped the group with promoting the service and developing lines with the Public Health 

Nurses and the local Neighbourhood Youth Project. 

INTER-AGENCY CO-OPERATION AND COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT 

Consultation, co-operation and co-ordination in providing area based services has always been 
central to the Barnardo philosophy of work, both in working with parents and other groups 
in the community. 

Important links have been developed with a range of local statutory, voluntary and 
community groups. As already outlined, a system of receiving and prioritising referrals in 
conjunction with the health board and other agencies has been developed in relation to the 
pre-school service. This is being expanded to include referrals to other services such as After 
School Groups and Community Childcare Work. Contact and communication with local 
schools is also an important feature of the work and has increased significantly with the 
development of the home school liaison service in the area and work with potential early 
school leavers. Barnardo’s staff are involved in a number of local commitiees and action 
groups including Homestart, Blanchardstown Community Playgroup Network, Local Area 
Partnership Advisory Groups and Traveller Support Group. Professional expertise and advice 
is also provided for local groups wishing to develop and run their own childcare services such 
as community playgroups, toy libraries or creches. Training, information and, where 
required, on-going support is made available, on request. 
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CONCLUSION 

Demand for all our services has increased over the past twelve months. 

While we provide a broad range of services, we know that they are in no way catering for 
all the children and families in need in this area. From our work in the community we know 
also that different needs are emerging. Of particular concern in Blanchardstown is the age 
profile of the community. There are a disproportionate number of young dependent families 
(74% of population of Mulhuddart was under 30 at 1991 census): a substantially higher than 

average birth rate; a large youth population (56% in some estates); high rates of 
unemployment (65-70%); high proportions of lone parents families (up to 25% in some 
estates); and larger than average family size. Not alone are these factors indicators of need 
in themselves, but it is clear that there has been a substantial upward trend in them. Research 

indicates that the numbers of families affected by long-term unemployment is increasing as 

is the number of lone parents families. Given the correlation between family size, lone 
parenthood, low income and poverty it is clear that there are a substantial and increasing 
number of children living in difficult circumstances in Blanchardstown. 

On the positive side, we have seen the benefits of working closely with other agencies. 
Given the multi-dimensional nature of many issues affecting children and families’ welfare 
such co-operative working can clearly have greater impact and effectiveness. On a daily basis 
we liaise with social workers, public health nurses, speech therapists, teachers and other 
voluntary and community groups. We have developed close working relationships with local 
schools and the Blanchardstown Youth Service in the preventive early school leavers 
programme. This co-operative, partnership approach is very positive and we aim to build on 
it. 

Despite our limitations and the high level of need, we feel that Barnardo’s in Blanchardstown 
is making a real contribution to meeting the changing and increasing needs of children. For 
the future we would like to see substantially more support for young people who are dropping 
out of school/home, more integrated family resource services, family therapy and support for 

lone parent families. While it is acknowledged that the costs involved in providing services 
are high, the cost of not doing so are substantially higher. 

It is our intention to continue to respond to these important needs and to promote the 
development of new services in co-operation with others in the community. 
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